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Abstract. Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID‑19) is a global
pandemic that can have a long‑lasting impact on public health
if not properly managed. Ongoing vaccine development trials
involve classical molecular strategies based on inactivated or
attenuated viruses, single peptides or viral vectors. However,
there are multiple issues, such as the risk of reversion to viru‑
lence, inability to provide long‑lasting protection and limited
protective immunity. To overcome the aforementioned draw‑
backs of currently available COVID‑19 vaccines, an alternative
strategy is required to produce safe and efficacious vaccines
that impart long‑term immunity. Exosomes (key intercellular
communicators characterized by low immunogenicity, high
biocompatibility and innate cargo‑loading capacity) offer
a novel approach for effective COVID‑19 vaccine develop‑
ment. An engineered exosome‑based vaccine displaying
the four primary structural proteins of SARS‑CoV‑2 (spike,
membrane, nucleocapside and envelope proteins) induces
humoral and cell mediated immunity and triggers long‑lasting
immunity. The present review investigated the prospective
use of exosomes in the development of COVID‑19 vaccines;
moreover, exosome‑based vaccines may be key to control
the COVID‑19 pandemic by providing enhanced protection
compared with existing vaccines.
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1. Introduction
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID‑19), first reported in
Wuhan, China, in December 2019, caused a viral epidemic,
and was declared a pandemic by the World Health
Organization (WHO) in March 2020 due to a rapid surge of
cases worldwide. As a pandemic, the COVID‑19 outbreak
may have a long‑lasting impact on public health if not prop‑
erly controlled. The WHO (worldometers.info/coronavirus/)
confirmed 241,915,631 COVID‑19 cases, including 4,921,308
deaths, worldwide up to October 19, 2021.
Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS‑CoV‑2), a positive‑sense, single‑stranded RNA virus,
is the causative agent of COVID‑19. This virus belongs to the
coronavirus family, a group of enveloped viruses that primarily
cause respiratory illness (1). Other viruses in this family are
Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS) and SARS viruses.
SARS‑CoV‑2 shares 79.6% of its sequence with SARS‑CoV,
which caused an epidemic in 2003 (2). SARS‑CoV‑2 is more
transmissible than SARS‑CoV and MERS‑CoV because it can
easily spread via liquid droplets while speaking, coughing or
sneezing. Infection can lead to acute respiratory syndrome,
which primarily affects the lungs and can result in septic
shock, pneumonia and death (3).
The SARS‑CoV‑2 genome contains 30 kb RNA, five major
open reading frames and four primary structural proteins
[spike (S), envelope (E), membrane (M) and nucleocap‑
side (N)], all of which elicit immune responses (Fig. 1) (4‑7).
The S protein attaches to the host cell by binding to the
angiotensin converting enzyme 2 receptor (8). Transmembrane
serine protease 2, a host cell serine protease, mediates the
internalization of S protein, followed by its integration into the
host cell (8).
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In the current context of the COVID‑19 pandemic, vaccination
is an effective measure to restrict widespread viral infection,
and may also prevent future outbreaks. The vaccines currently
used against SARS‑CoV‑2 primarily target either the S protein
or its receptor‑binding domain (RBD) (1). The ongoing vaccine
development trial involves classical molecular strategies that
are based upon inactivated, modified live or attenuated virus,
single peptides or viral vectors (1). Although such vaccines have
been used for long periods against several viral diseases, they
still present multiple issues, such as the risk of reversion to viru‑
lence, inability to provide long‑lasting protection and limited
protective immunity (9). Therefore, to overcome the aforemen‑
tioned drawbacks of existing vaccines, an alternative strategy
is required to design vaccines that are safer, exhibit effective
antigen presentation and can impart long‑term immunity.
2. Extracellular vesicles (EVs) and their significance
EVs are lipid bilayer membrane vesicles derived from endo‑
somes, which can be produced by all types of cell, including
prokaryotic or eukaryotic and healthy or malignant cells (10).
Per the guidelines stated by the International Society of
Extracellular Vesicles (10), EVs can be categorized into three
types: Microvesicles, apoptotic bodies and exosomes. They
are categorized based on size, biogenesis pathway and content.
Exosomes are heterogeneous membrane‑bound vesicles
30‑150 nm in size (10). Exosomes were previously believed
to function in the disposal of unwanted materials from the
cell; however, later studies identified a key role in intercel‑
lular signaling and the pathogenesis of cancer and infectious
disease (11,12). Exosomes are unique from other EVs in that they
are released from multi‑vesicular bodies (late endosomes) via
exocytosis. Once released from the parent cell, they fuse with
the plasma membrane of target cells and deliver packaged cargo
into the parent cell cytosol (12). The packaged cargo constitutes
nucleic acids, lipids and proteins involved in multiple functions,
such as the surface display of protein (major histocompatibility
complex molecule), epigenetic modification and antigen transfer
to dendritic cells for cross‑presentation to T cells (13). Among
these lipids, exosomes usually carry ceramides, sphingolipids,
phosphoglycerides and cholesterol, which serve essential roles
in cargo sorting and internalization (14).
Exosomes (Fig. 2) can be recognized by the type of proteins
they contain; these include GTPase, which are membrane
transport proteins; CD63, CD81, CD82 and CD9, which are
molecular scaffolds; endosomal sorting complex required for
transport (ESCRT), which is a biogenesis‑associated protein;
and heat shock protein (HSP)60, HSP90 and HSP70 (15).
Healthy cells release exosomes under normal physiological
conditions to mediate intercellular communication against
growth or stress response (16). In addition, exosomes are
released by various types of cell, including cancer, mesen‑
chymal stem and immune cells (17,18). They are also present
in a variety of body fluids, such as plasma, urine, semen, saliva
and breast milk (19,20).
Exosomes derived from apoptotic cells, also known as
apoptotic exosomes (ApoExos), are newly discovered types
of EVs formed in a caspase‑dependent pathway and secreted
during apoptosis. Unlike exosomes, ApoExos are produced via
sphingosine‑1‑phosphate receptor (S1P) signaling independently

of ESCRT (21). ApoExos share similar characteristics with
exosomes in terms of size, protein expression and role in intercel‑
lular communication (21) and exhibit exosome‑specific markers
such as HSP70, lysosomal‑associated membrane protein 1 and
CD63. ApoExos consist of distinctive marker proteins (S1P
receptors 1 and 3) that induce inflammation in mouse macro‑
phages (22). ApoExos have two primary functions: Apoptotic
cell clearance and cell signaling. Similar to exosomes, the role
of ApoExos in cell communication involves immune modula‑
tion, such as antigen presentation during autoimmunity.
3. Exosome‑based vaccines
Exosome‑based vaccines may be considered as the future of
therapeutics owing to their involvement in disease progression
and their role in inhibiting viral infection and triggering host
immune response (Fig. 3). There is similarity between viruses
and exosomes in terms of size, biochemical composition, mecha‑
nisms of biomolecule transfer, facilitation of entry into host cells
and biogenesis and multiplication of viruses in host cells. Human
immunodeficiency virus‑1 is a notable example, wherein the
virus hijacks EV biogenesis to enhance its spread into the host
body by exploiting the ESCRT pathway (23,24). Furthermore,
changes in EV cargo during viral infection, such as the transfer
of viral particles into uninfected cells and immune response
modulation, have led researchers to characterize EVs and inves‑
tigate their therapeutic potential (such as a drug delivery system)
or use in antigen presentation for safe vaccine design (25).
To design an efficacious vaccine, multiple criteria should
be considered (26). Given that EVs efficiently carry cargo, thus
acting as natural delivery vehicles, they constitute a specific
and efficient delivery system in terms of antigen presenta‑
tion (27). Moreover, characteristics of EVs, such as high
vascular permeability, stability, solubility and bio‑distribution,
make them ideal candidates for vaccines (28). An appropriate
approach to develop a safe vaccine is important. Numerous
in vivo studies have evaluated the toxicity and immunogenicity
of EVs (28,29). In one study, CD81+/CD9+/CD63+ EVs derived
from human embryonic kidney Expi293F cells caused no
change in mRNA expression levels of HepG2 cells; moreover,
no hepatotoxicity or inflammation induction was noted in
BALB/c mice (29). In another study, the administration of
CD63+/TSG101+ EVs from human embryonic kidney 293T
cells did not result in toxicity or immune response in mice,
affirming the safety of EVs in an in vivo model (30).
The key features of EV‑based vaccines, including their
ability to induce poor immunogenicity, mean EVs can be
safely and efficiently used in vaccine development. The ability
of EVs to preserve naïve antigen conformation and access to
all organs via bodily fluids give an added advantage compared
with other delivery agents, such as lipid‑based nanopar‑
ticles (LNPs) or viral vectors (31). Therefore, engineered EVs
fulfill the criteria for an efficacious vaccine due to their effi‑
cient antigen‑presenting system, and high biosafety.
4. Prospects of exosome‑based COVID‑19 vaccines
With the increasing global prevalence of COVID‑19, the
development of an effective vaccine is imperative to contain
the pandemic. No specific antiviral treatment is currently
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2. The four structural proteins (spike, envelope, membrane and nucleocapside)
are shown; the spike glycoprotein mediates host cell binding.

Figure 2. Structure and hallmarks of exosomes. Exosomes are surrounded by a phospholipid bilayer and consist of proteins including CD63, an exosomal
marker, and tetraspanins for cell targeting. HSP, heat shock protein; TSG101, tumor susceptibility 101.

available for public use. However, since the SARS‑CoV‑2
genomic sequence was identified, >100 vaccine studies
have been performed, ~50 of which have reached human
experimentation and a number of vaccines are currently
being administered to certain sections of the population
(ourworldindata.org/covid‑vaccinations). Vaccines approved
by medical regulators for use in the US, Europe and the UK
include BNT162b2 and mRNA‑1273. ChAdOx1 nCoV‑19, a
vaccine produced by AstraZeneca, has been approved by the

UK authorities. Additionally, BNT162b2, a Pfizer‑BioNTech
COVID‑19 vaccine, has recently received US Food and Drug
Administration approval for individuals aged ≥16 years.
Currently available SARS‑CoV‑2 vaccines are based on the
classical approach of viral vectors, particularly adenoviruses.
Although adenovirus‑based vaccines are well‑characterized, they
are limited by pre‑existing immunity of the virus vector employed
in the vaccine design, which may restrict the immune response
against COVID‑19 antigens, thereby decreasing their efficacy (9).
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Table I. Advantages and disadvantages of vaccine approaches.
Vaccine type

Advantages

Adenoviral vector

Disadvantages

• Direct production of antigen
in the cell of interest
• Multiple epitopes can be included
• Scalable production globally
• More immunogenic than other types
of viral vector
DNA
• Stimulation of both humoral and
cell-mediated immunity
• Construction of a vector encoding different
antigens in a single vaccine
• Efficient large-scale, low-cost, production
and high storage stability
RNA
• Ease and rapidity of assembling novel mRNA
sequences into existing vaccine formulations
• Non-toxic and non-immunogenic
• Variant-specific boosters not required
• No risk of integration with host cell genome
Recombinant
• Easy to produce at large-scale (cost-efficient).
protein
• Can be produced in different
expression systems
• Well-defined composition
		
Extracellular
• Excellent carriers for viral antigens;
vesicle-based
present antigens in their native state
• Can self-present antigens (surface major
histocompatibility complex molecules)
• Can generate protective immune responses
• Can pass through the blood–brain barrier

Another point of concern is the risk of re‑infection with
emerging viruses in the community due to lack of long‑lasting
immunity. Thus, viral infection may become endemic (similar
to the influenza virus endemic), necessitating yearly vaccina‑
tion programs. Multiple immunizations with such viral vectors,
if not effective, could lead to more complicated form of the
disease, such as antibody‑dependent enhancement (ADE),
increasing the disease burden (32). ADE, a theoretical exag‑
geration of disease severity, usually occurs in an infected
individual during viral infection or following vaccination
against viral‑based antigens when an antibody against a
pathogen amplifies the infection instead of protecting an indi‑
vidual against it. Such adverse effects may pose more danger
to an individual than the original disease. Notably, certain
recipients of the AstraZeneca COVID‑19 vaccine, which
has received approval by the UK authorities, exhibited a rare
blood‑clotting disorder; hence, the safety of these vaccines is
questionable (33).
EV‑based vaccines constitute an innovative approach for an
efficient virus‑free, human‑derived vaccine design; this elimi‑
nates the aforementioned virus vector‑based vaccine drawbacks
associated with pre‑exiting immunity. Due to this advantage

• Pre-existing anti-adenovirus immunity
and potential adverse events,
such as dangerous blood clots
• Lack of strong, long-lasting immunity
after single dose
• Vaccine-induced thrombotic thrombocytopenia
• Need delivery agent to be translocated
into the nucleus
• Poor immune response
• Only licensed for use in veterinary medicine
• Rare, severe anaphylactic reactions
• Long-term immunity issue
• Expensive to manufacture
• Expression of only fragment of the protein
(not whole protein)
• More prone to be impacted by antigenic drift
• Usually elicits weak immune responses
• Need adjuvant
• Production and scalability are difficult
• Characterization of immune responses
for each disease needs further research

of EVs over virus‑based vectors, a number of biotechnology
companies are focusing on vaccine development using EVs as
a platform against SARS‑CoV‑2. Capricor Therapeutics, for
example, developed two distinct SARS‑CoV‑2 vaccines using an
EV‑based platform. First, they developed an EV‑display vaccine
comprising 293T cells transfected with vectors expressing the
four structural SARS‑CoV‑2 proteins (S, E, M and N proteins).
Secondly, they developed an exosome‑based mRNA vaccine
encoding the N and S proteins of immunogenic SARS‑CoV‑2.
Moreover, they recently reported that mRNA‑loaded exosome
vaccines elicit long‑lasting cellular and humoral responses to
both the N and S proteins and result in fewer adverse effects
than currently available COVID‑19 vaccines (34). Similarly,
Polak et al (35) recently reported induction of neutralizing
antibody (NAb) and cellular response by EV‑based vaccines
enclosing viral envelope proteins in mice, thereby eliminating
the need for adjuvants. Furthermore, Codiak BioSciences
has reported the safety and tolerability profile of EV‑derived
vaccines displaying the anti‑tumor cytokine IL‑12 from 293T
cells in a Phase 1 trial (36). Table Ⅰ shows the comparative
advantages and disadvantages of currently available and
exosome‑based vaccines.
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5. Immunological perspective of present and future vac‑
cine development strategies
With the global spread of emerging COVID‑19 variants (37),
it is critical to develop a protective vaccine that is effective
against multiple strains of SARS‑CoV‑2. Moreover, to develop
an effective strategy, the mechanism of the natural immune
response against SARS‑CoV‑2 needs to be thoroughly under‑
stood and targeted.
Ongoing trials for SARS‑CoV‑2 vaccine construction are
based on the principle of eliciting NAbs against the S protein,
thereby interfering with viral‑receptor binding (38,39). To
date, research associated with COVID‑19 vaccine develop‑
ment has focused primarily on antibody titers and the ability
of antibodies to neutralize viral particles (40). A number of
studies have focused on inducing NAb production against the
S protein; this overlooks cell‑mediated immunity, a key aspect
of adaptive immunity (39,41).
Both viruses and vaccines induce virus‑specific T cell
responses, in addition to antibody responses (42). The
potential to elicit virus‑specific T cell response should be
exploited for enhanced immune protection. A recent study
reported long‑lasting memory T cell immunity specific to the
original SARS‑CoV up to 17 years after initial infection; these
SARS‑CoV‑specific T cells were almost exclusively directed
against the N protein (43). Studies on SARS‑CoV, SARS‑CoV‑2
and MERS‑CoV have confirmed the induction of both CD4+
and CD8+ T cell responses against the S protein (44,45). The
S gene of SARS‑CoV‑2 shares a 76% amino acid similarity
with the S gene of SARS‑CoV (44,46) and is more prone to
mutation (47,48). By contrast, the N gene is more stable and
conserved, with 90% amino acid homology and fewer muta‑
tions over time (49‑52). The abundance of the N protein,
along with its high immunogenicity, makes it a key target for
both antibody‑ and cell‑mediated immunity to elicit a strong
adaptive immune response (52). A previous study detected
IgG antibodies against the N protein in sera of patients with
SARS (53); the presence of SARS‑specific T cell prolifera‑
tion and cytotoxic activity have also been detected, indicating
that the N protein is the primary antigen for T cell‑mediated
immunity (54,55).
Grifoni et al (44) demonstrated the presence of
SARS‑CoV‑2 CD8+ T cells against the S and M proteins in
COVID‑19 convalescent patients. Ferretti et al (56) validated
the presence of maximal common epitopes on ORF1ab, N, M
and ORF3ab protein, but very few on the S protein; only one
epitope was found in the RBD of the S protein. These results
provide better understanding of the CD8+ T cell response in
patients with COVID‑19, as well as a route for designing and
developing next‑generation vaccines (56). A recently published
study by Zollner et al (57) reported that the N protein is a
potent T cell inducer. These results indicate the significance of
CD8+ T cell response in SARS‑CoV‑2 infection, which may be
another vaccine target (57).
Contrary to the S and N proteins of SARS‑CoV‑2, the M
and E proteins do not possess strong immunogenicity to trigger
antibody‑mediated responses (58). However, the sequence
identity of both the M and E proteins among SARS‑CoV,
MERS‑CoV, and SARS‑CoV‑2 is greater than that of the
S protein, suggesting them as a potential target to induce
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T cell‑mediated immune response. Furthermore, a previous
study on SARS‑CoV and MERS‑CoV immunity reported that
several T cell epitopes were found in the M and E proteins (45).
These findings suggest that including all these proteins as anti‑
gens for the development of vaccines may improve protection
against SARS‑CoV‑2 infection by imparting both T cell‑ and
antibody‑based protection; moreover, this may protect an indi‑
vidual against SARS‑CoV variants.
T cell‑mediated immunity may resolve the challenges
associated with providing long‑term immunity against
SARS‑CoV‑2 by existing vaccines, which target only the
S protein to produce Nabs (39‑41). As previously reported,
individuals who recover from SARS‑CoV infection show
virus‑specific memory CD8+ T cells that last for 6‑11 years,
whereas memory B cells and antiviral antibodies are not
detected for such periods of time in these individual (59).
Similarly, antibody response decreases within 3 months in
patients with COVID‑19 (60). In addition, certain vaccines are
ineffective against the delta variant, which is more infectious
and highly transmissible that other COVID‑19 variants (61).
Therefore, vaccines solely based on NAbs cannot provide
long‑term immunity against COVID‑19; furthermore, the
relevance of cell‑mediated immunity should be acknowledged
and considered for vaccine development amid the ongoing
pandemic.
6. Safety aspect of 293T cells for exosome‑based vaccine
production
293T cells are utilized for production of EV vaccines because
of their high transfection efficiency and rapid growth (62).
293T cells are used in the intermediate and final produc‑
tion of exosome‑based vaccines, as well as multiple types of
COVID‑19 vaccine. For example, the Oxford‑AstraZeneca
adenovirus‑based COVID‑19 vaccine is derived from 293T
cells (63). Moreover exosome‑based vaccines developed by
Capricor Therapeutics, Inc. are made of 293T cells transfected
with vectors that express the four structural SARS‑CoV‑2
proteins. However, due to difficulties in large‑scale production
of purified exosomes, the company has been unable to market
this vaccine (36).
CKV21, an exosome‑based virus like particle vaccine, is
manufactured by Korean biotechnology company CK‑Exogene,
Inc. This vaccine uses S, M, E and N protein genes cloned
into 293T cells using a viral vector. Following mass culture of
these cells, exosomes containing S, M, E and N proteins are
produced. Cyclohexamide is added prior to centrifugation; this
promotes exosome secretion after 48 h (Fig. 4). In addition, due
to the nature of exosomes, they are easily absorbed into human
cells without a special delivery medium (64). As a result, this
vaccine is non‑adjuvanted, virus‑free and comprises all four
structural proteins (with the N protein being minimal); thus,
the vaccine aims to induce strong immunogenicity against
SARS‑CoV‑2 mutant variants.
Unlike other companies, such as Capricor Therapeutics
and Codiak Biosciences that have failed to produce exosomes
on a mass commercial scale, CK‑Exogene, Inc. manufactures
exosomes on a large scale. Patented technology is able to
produce a quantity of exosomes ≥1,000 times higher than
that produced by existing technology. Fig. 4 depicts the
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Figure 3. Approaches to exosome‑based vaccine in the management of coronavirus disease 2019. EVs, extracellular vesicles; SARS‑CoV‑2, severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2.

Figure 4. Diagrammatic representation of ultracentrifugation‑based exosome isolation (Korean patent application no. 10‑2020‑0062365) for the mass produc‑
tion of 293T cell‑derived apoptotic exosomes. SARS‑CoV‑2, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2; EV, extracellular vesicle.

purification strategy for the mass production of highly puri‑
fied and concentrated exosomes (Korean patent application
no. 10‑2020‑0062365). Production of apoptotic exosomes
was induced using Golgi bodies; such exosomes are more
concentrated and purified than normal exosomes. The CKV21
vaccine is awaiting approval from the Ministry of Food and
Drug Safety (Korean Food and Drug Administration), prior to
commercialization.
In exosome‑based vaccine, it is important to examine
and characterize the safety of EV‑producing cells that are
employed for therapeutic purposes to avoid any potential side
effects. Numerous studies have reported that 293T cells are a
safe source for EV production in therapeutics because their
cargo does not exhibit disease or tumor marker (62,63). To the
best of our knowledge, however, few studies have highlighted
other aspects of 293T cells (63,65).

Regarding the safety of use of 293T cells, SV40 T antigen
was found to trigger both in vitro and in vivo transformation
of human and rat cells; notably, SV40‑transformed 293T cells
reportedly cause tumors when administered to nude mice (66).
Therefore, EVs derived from 293T cells may pose a safety
concern due to the presence of SV40 T antigens (66).
Shen et al (67) revealed a significant effect of the passage
number of 293T cells on tumorigenicity in nude mice; tumor
induction was observed when the cell passage exceeded 65
within 2 weeks. By contrast, no tumor production was found
after injecting mice with 293T cells with a low passage number
(<52) under identical circumstances. These findings were vali‑
dated using PCR, isoenzyme and histological analysis in nude
mice. Therefore, 293T cells with a low passage number (<52)
may be safely used in EV production, whereas those with
a high passage number (>65) may pose a safety concern,
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especially when used for therapeutic purposes such as gene
therapy or vaccine production.
7. Conclusions
Immunologically, a vaccine that targets the mutation‑prone
S protein as well as the more stable and conserved N, M,
and E proteins is required to surmount the immune escape
characteristics exhibited by SARS‑CoV‑2 variants (37). The
use of exosome‑based vaccines displaying SARS‑CoV‑2
structural proteins is a novel approach to overcome the short‑
comings of existing vaccines and contain escalating cases
of COVID‑19 (62). Exosome‑based vaccines comprising all
four‑target antigens (S, M, E and N proteins) induce strong
NAb and T cell responses, thereby conferring prolonged
immunity with no risk of reversion of vaccination‑induced
virulence and pre‑existing immunity. Moreover, incorporating
these immunogens with an efficient delivery vehicle, such as
exosomes, which are virus‑free and exhibit lower immunoge‑
nicity and higher absorption rate than exiting vehicles such as
LNPs or adenoviruses, would fulfill the requirements of an
ideal vaccine that eliminates the need for booster doses (63).
These advantages of exosome‑based vaccines over conven‑
tional vaccines fit the requirement of a vaccine targeting
SARS‑CoV‑2 and emerging SARS‑CoV‑2 variants.
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